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SUMMARY

The thermal expansion behavior of LDEF metal matrix composite materials was

studied by (1) analyzing the flight data that was recorded on orbit to determine the effects of

orbital time and heating/cooling rates on the performance of the composite materials, and

(2) characterizing and comparing the thermal expansion behavior of post-flight LDEF and

lab-control samples. The flight data revealed that structures in space are subjected to non-

uniform temperature distributions, and thermal conductivity of a material is an important

factor in establishing a uniform temperature distribution and avoiding thermal distortion.

The flight and laboratory data showed that both Gr/A1 and Gr/Mg composites were

stabilized after prolonged thermal cycling on orbit. However, Gr/A1 composites showed

more stable thermal expansion behavior than Gr/Mg composites and offer advantages for

space structures particularly where very tight thermal stability requirements in addition to

high material performance must be met..
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INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Composites Experiment is a sub-experiment of LDEF Experiment

M0003, "Space Environmental Effects on Spacecraft Materials." The sub-experiment is a

joint effort between government and industry, with Air Force Wright Laboratory, Flight

Dynamics Laboratory, and the Aerospace Corporation, Mechanics & Materials Technology

Center acting as experimenters.

In our first paper, presented at The First LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium, we

examined the microstructure and discussed the effects of atomic oxygen erosion,

micrometeoroid bombardment, surface contamination on physical morphology, and surface

damage of composite materials (Ref. 1). Besides these factors, in low earth orbit, the

materials are also subjected to thermal cycling effects due to alternating eclipse and sun

exposure. The materials experience transient heating/cooling in addition to thermal

gradients. The effects of this environment on the thermal expansion behavior of composite

materials needed to be characterized and documented. Therefore, the present analysis

evaluates the thermal expansion behavior of post-flight composite materials compared with

lab-control samples. In this analysis, temperature change vs. time, dimensional change vs.

temperature, coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE), and thermal hysteresis are

considered in predicting the dimensional stability experienced by the metal matrix

composite materials in the space environment.

The analysis was done in two parts: (1) analysis of the flight data that was recorded

on orbit to determine the effects of orbital time and heating/cooling rates on the performance

of the composite materials, and (2) the characterization and comparison of the thermal

expansion behavior of post-flight LDEF and lab-control samples. This study, combined

with the results previously reported (Ref. 1), completes a full evaluation of all factors

affecting composite materials in the LDEF space environment. This allows us to evaluate

possible synergistic effects of long term space exposure that cannot be studied on earth.
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MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experiment includes a wide variety of metal matrix composites (MMC). The

materials selected for this study are shown in Table I. The "Material Description" column

first specifies the type of fibers and then the materials for the matrices and face sheets. The

MMC's are primarily continuous graphite fiber-reinforced aluminum and magnesium

alloys. They are either single-ply or multi-ply composites with different ply angles. In each

group, typical procedures were followed to produce five (5) sets of samples: leading-edge

(LE) exposures, trailing-edge (TE) exposures, LE controls, TE controls, and lab-control

samples. The lab-control samples were stored in vacuum on earth. The locations of flight

samples on LDEF were Bay D, Row 4 on the TE and Bay D, Row 7 on the LE. It is worth

noting here that the LDEF samples were mounted such that there was no clamping force on

them, i.e. the samples were free to expand or contract in their slots. The sample cassettes

were thermally decoupled from the LDEF to minimize effects of the structure on the

temperature excursions. The LE and TE controls were mounted on the back side of

cassettes, facing inward, not directly exposed to the space environment. However, they

were expected to be subjected to thermal excursions similar to those experienced by the

exposed samples. The samples were 3.5 in. long X 0.5 in. wide X 0.031 in. thick strips.

One or more samples from the top two classes of Gr/A1 composites listed in Table I and the

MG3-MG6 group of Gr/Mg composites were instrumented with thermistors and strain

gages (SG) to monitor the thermal cycles and thermal strains during orbiting. It should be

noted that the SG and thermistors were only mounted on the back side of LE and TE

exposures, and not directly exposed to the thermal radiation in space. This was done to

avoid any possible damage caused by atomic oxygen erosion, UV radiation, or

micrometeoroid bombardment on these sensors. The strain gages were mounted to measure

the change in dimension along the direction parallel to the fibers. The data acquisition

system was set up to record temperature and strains during the duration of an orbit once

every 107 hrs. (approximately 78 orbits.) Data were collected every three minutes during

the selected orbit. For the record, the first set of data was collected after approximately 44

hours on orbit, and the last set was recorded after approximately 14 months into the flight.

No data were recorded during the unplanned final 4.5 years of the mission.

In the flight data analysis, typical thermal expansion curves were selected at the

beginning, middle, and the end of the recording time. These durations are approximately

40, 5K, and 10K hours (1,208, 416 days) after being placed in orbit. These curves were
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all selectedoverthesamerangeof temperaturefor thepurposeof comparisons.The
thermalcyclesof eachtypeof materialwerealsoanalyzedtodeterminetheheatingand

coolingrates.

Theabsolutevaluesof linearthermalexpansionincompositematerialsare
extremelysmall,particularlyin thedirectionparallelto thefibers.Thisrequirestheuseof a

highlyspecialized,sensitive,stable,highresolutionapparatuslike a laserinterferometer.In

thisstudy,theMichelsonLaserInterferometerof TheAerospaceCorporationwasusedto

characterizethethermalbehaviorof LDEFpost-flightandlab-controlsamples.This

techniqueprovidesin-situ,direct,andcontinuousmeasurementsof thermal
expansion/contractionthroughathermalcyclewithoutrecourseto acomparativestandard.

It alsoallowsverysmallchangesin dimension(ontheorderof lJ.t-strainor less)to be

resolved.This techniquehasbeendescribedin detailelsewhere(Refs.2, 3).Before

mountingon theinterferometer,theendsof eachstripsamplewereslightlygroundto a
domeshape.Thiswasdonetoavoidtheeffectsof thermaldistortionin thefacesheetatthe

endsof thesamplethatcouldcauseerrorin themeasurements.A chromel-alumel

thermocouplewasmountedoneachsideof thesampletomonitorthetemperaturechange.
In all cases,thermalcyclingwascarriedoutbyheatingthesamplefirst from room

temperature(RT)to thehotendof thecycle,andthencoolingdownto thecoldendand
heatingbackupto RT. Theheating/coolingratewaslimitedto-1 °C/min.to ensurethermal

equilibriumthroughoutthesample.Again,for thepurposeof comparisonwith theflight

data,thesampleswerethermallycycledoverthesamerangeof temperaturethatwas

derivedfrom theflight dataanalysis.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

In thissection,theflight dataanalysesarepresentedfirst, followedby theresults

obtainedusingthelaserinterferometer.It shouldbenotedthatall thermalexpansioncurves

areplottedoncoordinatesof thesamedimensionsto provideconsistencyfor comparisons.
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Flight Data Analysis

Gr/A1 Composites

Figures 1 and 2 show the change in dimension vs. temperature of P55/6061/6061

and GY70/201/2024 composites mounted on LE and TE respectively. Figure 1 shows the

thermal expansion behavior of P55/6061/6061 composites after 40, 5K, and 10K hours in

orbit. It is clearly seen that generally the behavior was fairly linear with only a small

hysteresis. During the entire duration of orbiting or at least for the first 10 thousand hours

(approximately 6,150 cycles), the behavior of this material showed little change. The

curves consistently conformed to the same shape with the same total change of length. A

similar behavior was observed for the GY70/201/2024 composites, except that this material

showed more thermal hysteresis, particularly in the TE sample, Fig. 2. However, in all

cases, the total changes in dimension and the slopes remained constant during the entire

time of recording. When the LE and TE curves for either of these Gr/A1 composites were

compared, it was noted that the total dimensional changes in the TE samples were smaller

than for the LE samples, even though the temperature span was about the same.

The thermal cycles of LE and TE Gr/A1 samples were also analyzed. The results

showed a consistent shape of the temperature/time plots for either LE or TE for both types

of Gr/A1 composites. The typical cycles are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b) for the

GY70/201/2024 composites. The only differences between samples were the starting point

and the end of the cycle that obviously depended on when the data were recorded. In both

cases, it is seen that the samples did not have constant heating/cooling rates throughout a

cycle. As seen in Fig. 3(a), the samples on the LE heated very rapidly at a rate of

~15°F/min. when the heating cycle started. The heating rate slowed down when the

temperature approached the hot end. Initial cooling was just as fast as initial heating, but

again the rate slowed down to ~ 1-2°F/min. when approaching the cold end. However, an

important point to be noted here is that the heating and cooling rates were twice as high in

the LE than TE samples. It is also noted that the hot end of the TE thermal cycle was

sharper than for the LE; the dwell time for the transition from heating to cooling of the TE

samples was much less than for the LE, causing an abrupt, sharp drop in temperature on

the TE.
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Gr/Mg Composites

Figure 4 shows the change in dimension vs. temperature of single-ply

P100/EZ33A/AZ31B mounted on the LE and TE, respectively. These curves again were

plotted for thermal cycles selected at the beginning, middle, and the end of the recording

time. It is clearly seen that the thermal behavior plotted from flight data are completely

different from the normal response for this material. Instead of expanding and contracting

upon heating and cooling as shown for the Gr/A1 composites, these materials expanded and

then slowly contracted with increasing temperature and vice versa upon cooling, forming

convex curves. This anomalous behavior was further investigated and will be explained

later when the change in temperature and the corresponding change in dimension vs. time

for each individual curve are examined.

In comparing the LE and TE samples, the thermal behavior was very similar in that

the curves followed the same pattern. The dimensional change was observed to continually

change as a function of the number of thermal cycles. The curves shifted upward indicating

that the samples were getting longer with time until stability was attained. Significant

shifting occurred in the first five thousand hours of flight, but minimal shifting occurred

between the 5K and 10K hour curves. It should be noted that during the first 40 hours of

flight after the LDEF was released, no data were recorded. Therefore, for the first 27

cycles, it is possible that the behavior of the samples was very unstable. Apparently the

dimensions were reduced from the initial SG reading of 0.0 _t-strain to a minimal value

during the first few cycles and then increased with additional cycles until the final, stable

dimensions were attained. It can be seen in Fig. 4 for the TE sample that the data recorded

at 40 hrs. shows more scatter as compared to the LE, indicating that the TE sample was

more unstable after 40 hrs of flight. The 5K and 10K hour curves are smooth, and the data

fall consistently along the same path. This indicates that after a certain number of thermal

cycles, the Gr/Mg composites stabilized and behaved quite consistently.

Figure 5 shows a typical thermal cycle and the corresponding dimensional change

for the Gr/AI composites plotted vs. time. This plot shows the normal behavior of Gr/A1

composites which expand and contract with heating and cooling throughout the cycle. The

rates of change in dimension were consistent with the rates of change of temperature. When

the same curves were plotted for Gr/Mg composites, anomalous behavior was observed as

shown in Fig. 6. As the cycle started, temperature increased slowly and the sample

expanded as expected. However, as the heating rate rapidly increased, the sample
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contracted instead of expanding. The sample kept contracting until the hot end point was

reached. Upon cooling, at first the temperature dropped very rapidly and the sample

expanded instead of contracting. As the cooling rate slowed down, the sample started

contracting as originally expected. Two factors are used in explaining this unusual

phenomenon. First, in the original set-up of the experiment, the SG and thermistors were

mounted on the back side of the sample. They were not directly exposed to radiation,

which is the heating source. Second, the thermal conductivity of Gr/AI composites is

significantly greater than Gr/Mg due to the much higher matrix conductivity of the AI

matrix alloy compared to the Mg alloy (1104 vs. 408 Btu-in/hr. ft °F). When the exposed

surface of the Gr/Mg samples was heated or cooled slowly (in this case at the rate of

1.5°F/min. or less), thermal equilibrium was maintained throughout the sample leading to

normal behavior. However, when just leaving or entering the shadow, the samples were

heated or cooled at a much faster rate (10°F/min.). Due to the low thermal conductivity of

the Gr/Mg, a steep thermal gradient existed through the thickness. A larger temperature

gradient existed between exposed front-surface and back-side surface in the Gr/Mg

composite materials than for Gr/A1. Upon heating, the exposed surface was therefore much

hotter and consequently expanded faster than the back surface, causing sample bending and

inducing compression in the back surface leading to negative SG readings. These bending

deformations give the erroneous indication that the sample has a negative CTE. Similar

arguments apply for the fast cooling condition, the exposed surface cooled faster making

the sample bend the other way. This time the bending induced tension on the back side and

led to expanding readings by the SG, again implying that the sample had a negative CTE.

Consequently, the anomalous behavior of the Gr/Mg composites resulted from the nature

of the space exposure and the experiment design and was not an inherent characteristic of

the materials themselves. The temperature versus time plots for the Gr/Mg composites

mounted on LE and TE showed the same features as observed for Gr/AI composites,

except that the heating and cooling rates were higher than for Gr/A1 (20 and 10"F/min. as

compared to 15 and 7°F/min.). This again might be attributed to the combined effects of

low thermal conductivity and differences in solar absorptance and emissivity of Gr/Mg

composites.

From the results of flight data analysis, it is clearly shown that in a space

environment, the temperature distribution in a structure is not uniform. Nonuniform

temperatures arise from radiant heating on one side of a structure as typically occurs in a

geostationary satellite or by transient heating/cooling as in the LDEF structure placed in a

day-night low earth orbit with alternating eclipse and sun exposure. Depending on the
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location, as in this case LE or TE, materials are subjected to widely different temperature

ranges and heating/cooling rates. The disparity of the temperature range and rates of

heating/cooling lead to a differential total change in dimensions that could eventually lead to

thermal distortion. In low thermal conductivity materials like Gr/Mg or Gr/Epoxy

composites, the thermal gradient effects on distortion are more severe. Therefore, besides

the thermal expansion behavior (CIE and thermal hysteresis), thermal conductivity must be

considered in predicting the structural stability of a material in the space environment.

Laser Interferometer Data Analysis

Gr/A1 Composites

The flight samples with mounted strain gages and thermistors selected for flight

data analysis were subsequently used in the lab to characterize the post-flight thermal

expansion behavior. These samples as well as lab-control samples of the same material

were characterized with the laser interferometer over the same ranges of temperature

derived from flight data. The thermal expansion curves of single-ply GY70/201/2024 are

shown in Figs. 7 to 10. Fig. 7 shows the comparison between thermal expansion curves of

LE and TE samples. The LE curve illustrates linear, stable behavior with zero hysteresis.

The upper half of the TE curve did not retrace along the same path upon cooling resulting in

a residual thermal strain of about 20 It-strain that caused a permanent offset when the cycle

was completed at RT. The offset that occurred in the TE samples is not readily explainable.

However, the overall behavior was linear and stable with small hysteresis. Fig. 8 compares

the thermal expansion curve of a lab-control sample with the LE sample. In the lab-control

sample, the change in specimen length upon heating from RT to the hot end of the cycle

was not recovered on cooling back to RT, i.e., upon cooling the dimensional change did

not retrace the same path as heating. Further cooling from RT to the cold end and heating

back up to RT also did not result in recovery of the total length change. A residual thermal

strain was induced such that a thermal strain hysteresis was formed with permanent offset

at RT of ~ 10 It-strain. The lab-control sample shows a small, open thermal hysteresis

loop of about 20 It-strain wide. The results indicated that after a certain number of thermal

cycles in space, strain hardening in the matrix stabilized the composites, reducing thermal

hysteresis for subsequent thermal cycles.
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The P55/6061/6061 composites showed basically the same behavior; therefore, the

results are not shown here. The post-flight samples behaved elastically over the entire

temperature range with no hysteresis. The lab-control sample behavior was stable and

linear with a very small hysteresis of about 5 l.t-strain. The very small hysteresis

demonstrates that the high yield strength of 6061 matrix probably delays the plasticity of

the matrix to broader temperature ranges than encountered in low earth orbits. The average

CTE for all Gr/A1 composite samples determined over the entire temperature range is listed

in Table 11. It may be seen that the CTE of both composite materials was apparently

unaffected by the extended space exposure. These results indicate that the LDEF space

environment has little effect on the thermal behavior of Gr/A1. Thermal cycling in orbit

stabilized the Gr/A1 composites, eliminating thermal hysteresis after a number of cycles.

In order to simulate the thermal cycling conditions experienced by a satellite in a

geosynchronous orbit, additional measurements were made on the lab-control and flight

samples over the temperature range of_+250°F. These measurements were performed at

Composite Optics, Inc., San Diego, CA. The results are shown in Figs. 9 to 12. In these

experiments, two continuous thermal cycles were performed. For each cycle, the samples

were first cooled from RT to -250°F, heated up to + 250°F, and then cooled to RT. As

shown in Fig. 9, the behavior of the lab-control sample was not as linear as in the narrower

temperature range. At temperatures near both extremes, the behavior deviated from linearity

due to the plasticity in the matrix, leading to the formation of an open hysteresis loop. It is

noted that the hysteresis of the second cycle is larger than that of the first cycle (100 I-t-

strain and 50 kt-strain respectively). It is not well understood why upon cooling for the

second cycle, the matrix yielded at a higher temperature than for the first cycle leading to

the formation of a larger loop. From our experience, in the first few cycles, the behavior of

composite materials can be quite erratic and unpredictable, until the materials stabilize and

behave more predictably. As shown in Fig 10, the LE sample was cycled over the same

temperature range. It is seen that for both cycles, the flight sample expanded and contracted

along the same linear path and was hysteresis-free. This indicates that after the excessive

thermal cycling on LDEF, the material was very stable even over a much wider temperature

range.

The thermal expansion behavior of the 4-ply/+_20 ° lab-control and LE samples are

shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Both samples showed non-linear response with a larger thermal

hysteresis loop for the second cycle. The overall response shown is characteristic of angle

ply laminates. The average CTE is lower compared to unidirectional, single ply composites
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becauseof theinteractionbetweenpliesandahighervolumefractionof fibersin the4-ply
composites.However,thehysteresisloopis widerdueto theexistenceof interplystresses.

After extensivethermalcyclingin orbit,theCTEof thepostflight sampleis aboutthesame

asof the lab-controlsample.Thethermalhysteresisof thepost-flightsampleis slightlylarger
(150to 120I.t-strain).Additionalpost-flightmeasurementsneedto bemadeonanotherLE

orTE sampleovertheLDEFtemperaturerangeto betterindicatetheeffectof prolonged
thermalcyclingonthehysteresisfor thiscomposite.However,it canbededucedfrom

Figs.11and12that,overtheLDEFtemperaturerange,thethermalbehaviorwouldbe
linearwith only asmallthermalhysteresisloop.Microstrucmreexaminationof bothlab-

controlandpost-flightsamplesrevealednocracking,delamination,or debonding.

Gr/MgComposites

Figure13showsthermalbehaviorof P100/EZ33A/AZ31Bpost-flightandlab-
controlsamples.It is clearlyseenthatthelab-controlsamplewasveryunstable.The

behaviorwasnon-linearwith a largeresidualthermalstrainatRT of ~ 280I.t-slxain.The

largeresidualstrainof thematerialin theas-fabricatedconditionis typicalof theMMC, and

is causedby yieldingof thematrix,in thiscase,uponcoolingto thecoldendof thecycle.
Thecompositebehaviornearthecoldendof thecyclewasdominatedbytheexpansionof
thefiberscausingyieldingin thematrix.This leadsto anincreasein dimensionand

consequentlyanopenloopwith largepermanentoffsetatRT.Thethermalexpansion

behaviorof post-flightsamplesshowedthattheamountof permanentoffsetandthe

magnitudeof thermalhysteresisoverthetemperaturerangedecreasedremarkablyafter

thermalcycling.Theimplicationof theresultsis thatextensivethermalcyclinghadalarge
effectonstabilizingthebehaviorof thesematerials.However,thethermalexpansion

behaviorremainednon-linearandthethermalhysteresiscouldnotbecycledoutasin the
caseof Gr/A1compositesevenafternearly30Kcycles.ThesedataindicatethattheEZ33A

Mg alloy, unlikethehigh strength6061and201A1alloys,wasnoteffectivelystrain-

hardenedbythermalcycling,whichwouldhaveincreasedtheyieldstrengthandminimized
strainhysteresisovertheLDEFtemperaturerange.It shouldbenotedhoweverthatthetotal

dimensionalchangeandaverageCTEof theGr/Mgcompositesaresmallerthanthoseof

theGr/A1composites.This is dueto thelow elasticmodulusof theMg alloys(6.5Msi)
andthehighmodulus,low CTEP100fiber.TheCTEsarenear-zeroandsimilarfor both

LE andTE sampleswithin theerrorrangeof theexperiment.
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It should be noted that P100/EZ33A/AZ31B composites are an obsolete system.

During the initial sample preparation stage for LDEF these were the only Gr/Mg composites

being produced. It was later learned that P100/EZ33A/AZ31B composites had inherently

low slxength properties due to interaction between the rare earth elements in the EZ33A

matrix alloy and the P100 fibers. This interaction may also affect the matrix and limit its

work hardening so that hysteresis in the thermal expansion curves cannot be eliminated.

Shortly before the M0003 trays were shipped to NASA before launch, several

P 100/EZ33A/AZ31B composites were replaced by P 100/AZ91C/AZ61A Gr/Mg

composites. This system subsequently became the most commonly produced Gr/Mg

composites. None of the P100/AZ91C/AZ61A composites were instrumented with

thermistors or strain gages because of their late addition to the experiment.

The Gr/Mg composite materials were also tested over a wider range of temperatures

to simulate the conditions of higher orbits. The results of LE and lab-control single-ply and

4-ply P100/AZ91C/AZ61A laminates are shown in Figs. 14 to 16. Figs. 14 and 15 show

that the behavior of both lab-control and post-flight LE was unstable, non-linear, had large,

thermal hysteresis and residual strains. The post-flight LE shows better stability with

smaller residual strain as compared to the lab-control. It is noted that, for both cases, the

average length of the sample decreased with cycling. Again, however, the overall CTE was

quite low and near-zero. The behavior of the Gr/Mg composites in this study is quite

different from the results of other experiments (Refs. 2, 4, and 5). This observation again

demonstrates that characterizing the thermal response of MMC can be complicated by

secondary effects such as the processing procedure. Variations in the residual stresses

existing in "as-fabricated" composites, for example, can have a dominant effect on the

thermal response of MMC.

Figure 16 shows the response of 4-ply laminates over the same range of

temperatures. It can be seen that the performances of multi-ply laminates differ

considerably from the unidirectional single-ply composites. The 4-ply lab-control and LE

samples show a closed thermal hysteresis loop with magnitude of about 100 It-strain. The

lab-control and post-flight samples have nearly identical curves. This indicates that the

behavior of multi-ply laminates was originally quite stable, and extensive thermal cycling

over the LDEF temperature range did not have much effect on their behavior over +__250°F.

The thermal expansion was characteristicaUy non-linear due to interply stresses. The total

change in dimension was relatively small, about 50 It-strain. The overall CTE is near-zero

(0.071 x 10-6/°F) over the test temperature range. Here again, as for the Gr/A1 composites,
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theP100/AZ91C/AZ61Acompositesshouldalsobeevaluatedpost-flightovertheLDEF
temperaturerange.Thiswill giveabetterindicationof thestabilizingeffectof theLDEF
thermalcycling.

CONCLUSIONS

In thisstudy,thethermalexpansionbehaviorof MMC wasfully evaluatedto
determinethesynergisticeffectsof spaceenvironmentsuchashighvacuum,solar

radiation,atomicoxygenexposure,andmicrometeoroidbombardmenton thesematerials.

Theresultsobtainedfor thesematerialsareveryvaluablefor assessingtheirperformance
for spacestructuresrequiringlow-CTEmaterials.

Gr/A1compositesshowedastable,linearthermalexpansionbehaviorwithnear-

zerothermalhysteresisovertheLDEFtemperaturerange.Prolongedthermalcyclingon

LDEF alsostabilizedthethermalexpansionof Gr/A1overwidertemperatureranges.In

contrast,Gr/Mgcomposites,evenafterextensivecyclingduringorbiting,showednon-

linear,unstablebehaviorwith significanthysteresis.However,thehysteresiswas

significantlyreducedascomparedto theas-fabricatedsamples.Thethermalexpansiondata

onGr/Mgcompositesindicatedthatnear-zeroCTEovertheapplicationtemperaturerange
canbeobtainedandmaintainedon-orbit.

Theflight datarevealedthatin thespaceenvironment,thetemperaturedislxibution

in astructureis oftentimevaryingornon-uniformdueto radiantheating.Fora satellitelike
LDEF in alow earthorbitwithalternatingeclipseandsunexposure,thedatashowedthat

thematerialsexperiencedthermalcyclingoverdifferenttemperatureexlremeswithdifferent
heating/coolingratesdependingonthelocationof sampleson thesatellite.In athermal

cycle,theheating/coolingratescouldvaryfrom0°F/min.to 20°F/min.whenLDEFwas

going in or outof theearth'sshadow.OntheLE, therateswerealmostdoublethoseon the

TE. Two thingswerelearnedasaconsequenceof thisphenomenon:first, thedifferential

heating/coolingratescausedadifferencein thetotalchangesindimensionbetweenLE and

TE samplesoverthesametemperaturerangeasobservedin Gr/A1composites,andsecond,
thermalbendingwasobservedonGr/Mgcompositematerialsdueto theirlow thermal

conductivityascomparedtoGr/A1composites.Thefrightdataalsoimpliedthatstructures

in spacearealwayssubjectedtonon-uniformtemperaturedistributionsandthermal
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conductivity of a material is an important factor in establishing a uniform temperature

distribution. Therefore, besides CTE and thermal hysteresis, thermal conductivity of a

material must be considered to predict structural stability in the space environment. The

application of Gr/A1 composites offers advantages for space structures particularly where

very tight thermal stability requirements in addition to high material performances are to be

met. Gr/A1 composites offer better thermal conductivity than Gr/Mg or Gr/Polymer

composites, and also have lower susceptibility to space environmental effects as compared

to Gr/Polymer composites (Refs. 6-8).
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Aerospace Material Number

AL3-AL6

ALl2 & ALl4

AL33

MG3 - MG6

MG9

MG10

TABLE I

Material Description

GY70/201/2024 (1 PLY)

P551606116061 (1 PLY)

P100/201/2024 (4 PLY/+_20°S)

P100/EZ33A/AZ31B (1 PLY)

P100/AZ91C/AZ61A (1 PLY)

P100/AZ91C/AZ61A (4 PLY/_+10°S)

Flight Data

LE & TE

LE &TE

LE &TE

Laser Interferometer Data

LE, TE, and Lab-Control

LE, TE, and Lab-Control

LE, TE, and Lab-Control

LE, TE, and Lab-Control

LE and Lab-Control

LE and Lab-Control

Materials

GY70/201/2024 (1 Ply)

P55/6061/6061 (1 Ply)

TABLE II

CTE of Gr/A1 Composites (x 10-6/°F)

LaDConVol _

3.5 3.2 3.8

3.0 3.3 3.5
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Fig. 1. Flight data showing the change in dimension vs. T of P55/6061/6061 Gr/A1 composites
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Fig. 2. Flight data showing the change in dimension vs. T of GY70/201/2024 Gr/AI composites.
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Fig. 4. Flight data showing the change in dimension vs. T of P100/EZ33A/AZ31B Gr/Mg composites.
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Fig. 7. Thermal expansion curves of the LE and TE sample of GY70/201/2024 Gr/AI
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Fig. 8. Thermal expansion curves of lab. control and LE of GY70/201/2024
Gr/A1 composites determined by laser interferometry.
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Fig. 10. Thermal expansion curves of the LE sample of GY70/201/2024 Gr/A1 composites
determined bv laser interferometrv.
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Fig. 11. Thermal expansion curves of the lab. control sample of P 100/201/2024 (4-ply)
Gr/A1 composites determined by laser interferometry.
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Fig. 12. Thermal expansion curves of the LE sample of P100/201/2024 (4 ply)
Gr/A1 composites determined by laser interferometry.
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Fig. 14. Thermal expansion curves of the lab. control sample of P100/AZ91C/AZ61A
Gr/Mg composites determined by laser interferometry.
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Fig. 15. Thermal expansion curves of the LE sample of P100/AZ91C/AZ61A
Gr/Mg composites determined by laser interferometry.
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Fig. 16. Thermal expansion curves of the lab. control and LE sample of P100/AZ91C/AZ61A (4 ply)
Gr/Mg composites determined by laser interferometry.
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